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1 INTRODUCTION 

This 1st series of validation board reviews aims to collect initial feedback from the STEAM validation 
board on their views, beliefs and analysis on the technical and pedagogical requirements deliverable 
(D1.3 & D1.4) provided by MZL. The report models the strategy presented in D1.3 for involving 
different members of the academic and business community to provide their view on the preliminary 
development of the technical and pedagogical requirements to be addressed for helping MZL to design 
and develop the multimodality serious game.  
 
To contemplate on the process, we have identified and invited six (6) validation board members from 
England, Germany, France, Finland and Denmark as per the detailed Work Programme to assess the 
critical stages for designing and developing the multimodality game.  
 
The STEAM detailed work programme describes the process of recruiting the validation board in 
assessing the different stages of development. In summary, the validation board’s involvement is 
comprised of 3 phases: In the 1st stage, which is the current one, each member needed to assess the 
viability and feasibility of the technical requirements necessary to develop a technically sound serious 
game and its pedagogical considerations as to propagate the educational character and its purposeful 
nature. The 2nd phase is to for the validation board to assess and comment on the actual game 
prototype once this is going to be released and the 3rd phase is for the validation board to assess the 
piloting and game demonstration process and the actual evaluation of the game to be carried out by 
SGI.  
 
For stage 1, the SGI informed the members of the validation board what will be the process of the 
evaluation and what they need to prepare. In particular, SGI has drafted a questionnaire with 24 
questions to be answered by the validation board. The questionnaire can be viewed as an Appendix at 
the end of the document. The questionnaire has been validated by MZL, AFBB, SEDU and VUCSTOR 
before circulating the final version to the validation board. A submission date has been assigned to 
send the completed questionnaire back to the SGI. To complement each member’s responses and to 
elaborate further insights and beliefs about the technical and pedagogical requirements we arranged 
an online meeting with the members which lasted for about 80 minutes for openly discussing their 
first understanding about the game’s overall design.  
 
Following the completion of the questionnaire and the complementary online discussion, the SGI 
started to review and summarise the different responses for compiling certain themes and experiences 
associated with the feedback provided by each validation board member. Once the report was 
compiled, it was circulated back to the validation board members for making sure all of their input has 
been captured effectively in the descriptions. The results have also been discussed with the STEAM 
partners to finalise the overall design of the game based on the validation board feedback.  
 
In the following section, we present the outcomes of the validation board feedback from the 
questionnaires and from their oral responses, in themes to reflect the point under investigation.    
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2 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS    

2.1 PREFERABLE PLATFORM 

The general consensus is that a web-based multimodality game is preferable. There were some 
suggestions for future game versions to be available for smartphones (iOS and Android). An HTML 5 
web-based architecture will also allow the game to run on smartphone devices. An offline version 
without the need for an Internet connection would be a good implementation for users who would 
like to play the game without any connection barriers or experiencing huge loading times to load 
content from the server. Another participant felt that developing a web-based serious game is a 
complex process. Another member mentioned the possibility as an evaluation tool for teachers to 
discuss what they did in the game and share best practices.  

2.2 USER ACCOUNT  

All members felt that having the opportunity to create in-game profiles and accounts is essential for 
having access to scores, progress and achievements as it adds an element of personalisation.  Another 
participant felt that personal accounts would add engagement and a point where all info can be access 
and reviewed by the player. A nickname or avatar is also desirable for anonymity and for differentiating 
between real and virtual circumstances.  Issues of having the chance to use different accounts 
institutional or personal has also mentioned for players to select which account is more preferable to 
them. An account would also associate with items, rewards, progress directly onto player’s dashboard. 
An interesting insight by one participant saying that if a user does not want to create an account, can 
they see their scoring to the leader board and compare their overall achievement with others? Decision 
on whether they would prefer or they would not prefer to create an account would be desirable for 
not disclosing personal data for creating an account.  Facts are preferred than more textual feedback 
for teachers to get factual indicators about their performance.  

2.3 IDEAL PLAYING TIME  

The ideal playing time reported is around 50-60 minutes with some intervals in between. Splitting each 
level / scenario 10 minutes each to complete felt like an adequate turn around time. A mechanic that 
highlights the total playing time connected with each player’s user account would also help on having 
a perspective of time consumed playing the game. Individual learning preferences might determine 
the time necessary for a teacher to play the game. Short learning in-game quests seemed to reflect a 
more student-centred paradigm and a 10-minute game level is ideal for teachers to practice 
multimodality. The important part Is for the player to feel that he has learned about multimodality 
with the time necessary to finish the game.  

2.4 OVERALL GAME PLAY 

A point and click input mechanism seems to be ideal for a web-based serious game. Also by dragging 
and dropping cards would also described as an additional mechanic for adding more interaction and 
at the same time having simple user inputs. For future smart phone integration, the drag and drop 
element would be better than point and click. A more friendly and visually aesthetic dialogue system 
would also be suggested for enhancing the visual dialogical mechanics. A concern was that mature 
players who cannot understand the dialog mechanic they would need an example of how a dialogue 
is unfolded. A brief dialogical example could indeed be offered for mature players or for players with 
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no gaming experience. Videos containing questions for students and issues to discuss would be an 
effective multimodal tool for students to pause the video and start discussions with students.  

2.5 FEEDBACK VISUALISATION MECHANICS  

Feedback was seen a key feature for making progress while playing the game. It was suggested that it 
could be provided similarly to what platform games are doing. Meaning, when a task is completed, a 
notification appears and when the level ends then a summary of progress, achievements, rewards, 
points gained, skills achieved are summarised on the screen. To determine the outcome of feedback 
received visually, it was suggested to brighten the cards to show that the answer is correct or to dim 
off the brightness when the answer is not correct. Smiley faces, emoji and other icons could also be 
used to give generic all-round feedback. Emotional attachment needs to be achieved by having a clear 
description of the outcome or scoring they receive and how this aligns with the skills acquired to the 
game play and their transfer to the actual teaching process.  

2.6 GAME GOALS VISUALISATION MECHANICS  

Game goals perceived to use the right visuals to be presented to the players. They should however be 
aligned with student NPC’s engagement and motivational levels with the teaching strategies and the 
learning tools available for achieving those learning outcomes. A question made was if the player can 
address more than one game goal by having the ability to select by ticking the objectives that they 
would like to pursue.  

2.7 SCENARIO STRUCTURE VISUALISATION 

The scenario structure visualisation seems to be logical and concrete. It allows them to select a set of 
tools, strategies and activities and then is complemented by a watching sequence. It brings sequence, 
continuation and flow.  The goal is properly visualised, the tools to address the goal and the story which 
explains the context of the scenario all visualised in one coherent monolithic structure. The instant 
actions could be edited and shared by the player hence making instant actions more co-op. A member 
suggested that an additional narrative after the completion of the scenario would be perceived as a 
reminder of what the teacher has learned in the previous scenario and also would introduce the goals 
of the next scenario.  

2.8 NARRATIVE, ORGANISING AND WATCHING VISUALISATION 

The process is quite related with a casual gaming sequence, which is effectively presented in console 
games like information gathering, information analysis, decision-making and interaction with the game 
world. There is a suggestion to change the names of narrative, organising and watching as these might 
mislead the player. Information about the topic, then practice and then feedback via watching is the 
norm in traditional teaching and learning practices. Creating realistic debates with students and 
teachers as a result of this sequence is something favourable to achieve. More narrative and feedback 
elements was something suggested for making the game having the role of a virtual trainer and 
constantly providing feedback at every possible way.  It was also mentioned for players to be able to 
write their own comments in each dialogue / narrative and then being able to share those comments 
with other players.  
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2.9 GAME CHARACTERS AND THEIR ACTIONS 

The validation board members perceived that the characters designed are of high quality and reflect 
their role and their task accurately. A suggestion was to link student’s actions with their learning styles 
to reflect different ways and experiences of using multimodal tools based on student’s unique ways of 
approaching learning and teaching. The design styles seemed to be a bit clunky for a participant, but it 
was realised that designs would greatly be improved over the development cycle. No hidden 
interactions should be the focus and players should be able to review dialogues with characters to 
reflect on their knowledge. Characters should also have a cultural background for their learning to be 
situated towards learning that is defined by their own beliefs and cultural norms. Characters 
representing stakeholders from informal learning instances, would be helpful to have the role of NPCs 
with the purpose of enhancing or amplifying in-class multimodal teaching with out-of-class teaching 
affording different kinds of tools, strategies and resources. A general view was the problem-based 
character of the dialogues where an NPC identifies a problem which needs to be resolved by the player. 
A participant suggested for players to have the option to choose their own avatars based on particular 
gender, race, apparel, age and facial characteristics. 

2.10 GAME CARDS 

 Participants believed that the card system will allow the player to experiment with different 
technologies and will see in practice how technologies associate with strategies and multimodal 
theories. Cards as a mechanism felt to be a more relevant cultural artefact for most cultural 
backgrounds because of their simple interface and their connectivity with other mechanics. 
A participant felt that cards are like a mini game which needs to be kept simple and quick in its 
implementation. Something close to “grab, check, store, share”. Cards can also categorise tools, 
resources and strategies to themes so the player can organise his knowledge and skills accordingly.  
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3 PEDAGOGICAL REQUIREMENTS  

3.1 STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 

A member stated that the inclusion of a progress bar would be efficient and when the bar drops to a 
certain extent, then contingency learning events should occur for putting the player back on track. Like 
initiating some extra ‘private lessons’ in a form of mini games, for the player based on certain 
misconceptions accumulated via false responses during the game.  Another indication would be facial 
expressions like pilling student eyes or an expression of confusion or feelings of excitement or 
assertiveness would be highly engaging. Cultural differences and attempting to deliver multimodality 
taking cultural differences into account would contribute to increasing engagement. Also having some 
sort of a visual mechanic where the player can track which strategies deployed in the game enhance 
student’s engagement and which strategies may deter or decrease engagement.  Other suggestions 
were about changing cameras and lighting of the classroom to reflect boredom or engagement 
accordingly. Students with different behaviour with the task for the player to learn more about their 
character, background and cultural differences would entail choosing different multimodality 
strategies based on student’s personal needs and learning preferences.  

3.2 INSTANT EVENTS  

Instant events were experienced as another way to increase student’s engagement as a mechanism 
that encourages the player to make decisions and interact with the students. Again instant events were 
seen as a form of mini game. Context should be on the fore and the camera should be a close view to 
the NPC for emotional and gestural learning. Simple answering options would be important with clear 
purposes as to make sure players understand the instant event. Written feedback or an audio 
recording of students NPC giving feedback to the player would be something beneficial.  

3.3 OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES  

It was generally perceived that changing the activities to take place outside of the classroom will add 
depth and breadth to the tools, resources and multimedia content to be used for learning and 
teaching. In particular, the members stated that informal learning activities like collecting resources in 
different locations would entail an excellent treasure hunt activity. Supporting development of soft 
skills and combining informal learning strategies with associated modalities will help players to 
experience multimodality and different models of learning in different informal contexts. Another 
participant felt that having some informal learning events would link learning with authentic 
application environments. Peer-feedback from different students would be also important as 
a mechanism during an informal activity.  

3.4 FEEDBACK DELIVERY, ACHIEVEMENTS AND LEADERBOARDS 

The timing of the feedback was mentioned as very important to be designed carefully to not disrupt 
the process of learning. Feedback should be presented during the scenario and also at the end of each 
scenario but also to the first feedback screen than asking users to click on the cards. Feedback-bricks 
was also mentioned an approached to build on feedback from when the player starts playing the game 
until it is completed. Hints on what could be done next time would also be motivating. A suggestion 
made since students have different perceptions on feedback to provide a more generic feed for the 
ones who want to have snappy feedback and for the others who would like more detailed and timely 
feedback could include a more detailed feedback functionality.    
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Achievements were felt to be concise but some selected achievements could be renamed. For example 
“Read the cards” seemed to be more like an instruction rather than an achievement. It could be 
changed to something like ‘Read achievement’. Similarly use the cards should be changed with a more 
engaging name. Other achievements could be around the class management and the selection of the 
appropriate ‘multimodal rooms’ based on the educational content. Some participants were sceptical 
about playing the scenario more than two times because of the lack of emotional attachment. Caution 
should be made when the game restarts or a scenario played more than once, should not be regarded 
as an achievement.    
For the leader-boards an engagement metric could be added to measure student‘s engagement based 
on the strategies and multimodal tools the player selected out of the 2 sequences. This is the objectives 
of the game not a mere score but the level of engagement that each player achieved comparable to 
other levels of achievement from other players.  Even engagement with cards should measure 
engagement and then be part of the overall engagement score highlighted in the leaderboard. 
Progression filtered for specific scenarios, days, hours months could be good for comparing progress 
per scenario or per period of play.  A participant said that having the name of the school and its location 
would be a good addition in the leaderboard for associating performance with schools and regions. 
Maybe the teacher years of experience and level of digital skills would also be something for linking 
game performance with level of teaching experience.   

3.5 CARD GALLERY 

The card gallery felt like an auxiliary tool for reflecting on the multimodality technologies and their 
context of use in or out of class, blended, online etc. acquired and gathered over the course of the 
game. Allowing the player to add and collect cards from other would add a social element to the game.  

3.6 LEARNING OUTCOMES, SCENARIO OBJECTIVES AND MULTIMODAL ACTIVITIES 

Learning outcomes are experienced by the members as well defined and relevant to connecting the 
scenario objectives with the narrative, organising and sequence actions. It was mentioned however 
that there needs to be more context as to how those learning outcomes can be achieved. For example 
learning outcomes should consider the context in, out, blended and online and a differentiation may 
be needed to be made between learning to use strategies and tools vs. Learning ways to engage 
students in active learning. Also a member highlighted that for the “blogs” issued ethics and data 
protection should be considered when the player provides feedback or assesses student’s blog. 
Students need to have a feeling of data protection and privacy of how data could be disclosed to games 
and other multimedia tools.   
The practical activities felt as the most challenging to be achieved for players who have less experience 
in multimodality. Providing explanatory terms and examples to help players to understand how a 
multimodal activity may be enacted through pop up visual boxes when an activity is selected has been 
suggested as for the player not to loose the impetus. Learning how to differentiate good from not good 
information on the Internet and be aware of how search engines access and store personal data for 
advertising purposes it also a part of teaching with the use of digital tools.  

3.7 MULTIMODAL TEACHING STRATEGIES 

Teaching strategies seemed to be rich and cover many multimodality learning instances. Another 
strategies is dividing the class into smaller sub-groups 2-4 students for creating more focus, 
responsibility and learning dependability.  Outcomes of the sub group work could then be presented 
in the class and share outcomes, ideas and views in the classroom in its entirety. Participants having 
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the chance to sharing their progress in the game and overall performance so they can share 
information on the dashboard on social media.  

3.8 USE CASES 

Participants felt that each case were linked to different aspects of multimodality and for each scenario 
the selection of the class configuration and method is well-documented. A participant provided 
detailed descriptions for each cases. For example in Case 1, the class could have a hypothetical visit in 
a cinema hall to authenticate the experience. In cases 2-4 there is no overall objective noticed hence 
it is challenging to select the appropriate tools. Case 5 could address make some additional questions 
to students such as dynamics and influences are observed for media reports on elections and how do 
we get information about elections and how we could filter such information based on our own beliefs 
about the electoral process. Case 7 are concerns about making informed decisions of linking 
appropriate tools for a specific topic, subject matter. Data protection and sensitive data could also be 
something that creates an awareness of through existing dialogues for a specific scenario, strategy 
case or tool. A participant mentioned that there are many tools to be explored in each case. Perhaps 
reducing those or combine them with one another would alleviate this.  
 
 

4 CONCLUSION 

This report presented the process of gathering validation board members’ evaluations and feedback 
on D1.2 and D1.4: Pedagogical and Technical Specifications. The results seemed to be encouraging in 
terms of how the game’s design is being perceived by the STEAM partners. The process of having 
external members to provide feedback to key milestones of the game development process, proves 
the user-centred design approach premised in the STEAM project and also validates the importance of 
collecting the game design nuances along with personal feelings, emotions and insights from experts 
in the field for being inclusive in the design of the STEAM project and communally resolve design 
problems as they arise – being perceived as game design thinkers working towards a common goal: for 
helping teachers to disrupt the way teaching and learning is experienced through learning about 
multimodality via using a serious game.  
 
In summary, the feedback provided is positive with some shades of caution to be placed around 
thinking more clearly about the goal of feedback – engagement vs. learning of content or both and 
also making sure that cultural identity and student’s learning profile is identical as to adjust modes of 
teaching no only based on the teaching situation but also on each NPC student virtual identity, prior 
knowledge and ways of learning. Emotional intelligence needs to be present from the start of the 
scenario hence how points are gained and what is successful or unsuccessful performance in the game 
needs to be clearly defined especially through the mini games (e.g. cards, instant events).  
 
The next D1.4 report would be as part of the validation board feedback on the actual game prototype. 
Again, a set of comprehensive open-ended questions will be provided, to understand what are the 
members’ experiences on playing the STEAM game.   


